[Study of unified analytical method of compatibleness for traditional Chinese medicines. I. Separation, recognition of characteristic components and fingerprint analysis for single and complex medicines].
It is difficult to separate, identify and quantify multi-component in complex traditional Chinese medicines (TCM). Many analytical methods for TCM have been established, but only a few components can be separated and quantified. For analyzing the multi-component and finding new method of compatibility analysis, a strategy--the multi-mode and multi-column chromatographic system and unified analytical method has been proposed by us. A part of the results from the study of astragalus root(A), Chinese angelica root(Ca.) and their complex prescription (Danggui Buxue Tang, DBT) with the analytical mode of reversed-phase HPLC/photodiode array detector as an example of the method for unified separation and recognition of characteristic components and fingerprint analysis was introduced. This is the first part of the results of compatibleness analysis for TCM.